A group of tasks sensitive to human amnesia were used to characterize the severity and duration of memory impairment in monkeys following bilateral damage to the hippocampal formation, fornix, or mammillary nuclei. Monkeys with hippocampal formation lesions (which included the hippocampus proper, dentate gyrus, subiculum, posterior entorhinal cortex, and much of the parahippocampal gyrus) exhibited a substantial and lasting memory impairment.
Monkeys with
fornix transection or bilateral damage to the mammillary nuclei were impaired on the first task administered after surgery (delayed nonmatching to sample). However, they performed all the other tasks normally and were unimpaired when the delayed nonmatching to sample task was re-administered 18 months after surgery. The findings are consistent with reports that damage limited to the human hippocampus can produce a clinically significant and permanent amnesia. Because fornix transection or mammillary lesions produced only transient memory impairment, it seems unlikely that similar damage in humans can cause a severe or permanent amnesia.
Bilateral damage to the medial temporal lobe or to the midline diencephalic region of the human brain has been known for nearly a century to cause a profound amnesic syndrome (Gudden, 1896; von Bechterev, 1900) . Considerable uncertainty remains, however, about which specific structures and connections within these regions must be damaged (for reviews, see Mair et al., 1979; Damasio, 1984; Squire, 1987) . One traditional idea is that amnesia results when damage occurs within the socalled Papez (1937) circuit, which includes the hippocampal formation, fomix, and mammillary (see Appendix) nuclei (Barbizet, 1970; Brierley, 1977) . Recent findings from a carefully studied patient (R.B.) show that amnesia can result from bilateral damage limited to the hippocampus (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986) . The effects on human memory of selective damage to the fomix or mammillary nuclei are unclear at this time. While impaired memory has been re-ported following bilateral fomix damage (Hassler and Reichert, 1957; Sweet et al., 1959; Heilman and Seipert, 1977) , the assessment of memory function in these cases was often based on anecdotal reports, and in no case has comprehensive neuropsychological and neuropathological analysis been conducted. Several cases have also been reported in which memory was apparently intact following fomix damage (Woolsey and Nelson, 1975; see Garcia-Bengochea and Friedman, 1987 , for a review), although these reports also provided insufficient neuropsychological and/or neuropathological data.
The mammillary nuclei were initially linked to memory function because they are consistently damaged in alcoholic Korsakoff s syndrome (Barbizet, 1970; Brierley, 1977 ). Yet, in this disorder the mammillary nuclei are not the only site of damage (Mair et al., 1979) . Damage to the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus, for example, has been suggested to be responsible for the amnesia of Korsakoff s syndrome, either alone (Victor et al., 197 1) or in combination with damage to the mammillary nuclei (Markowitsch, 1982; Butters, 1984) .
One promising approach to understanding the anatomy of amnesia is afforded by the recent development of an animal model of human amnesia in the monkey (Mishkin, 1982; Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1983; Mahut and Moss, 1984) . The model has relied especially on the delayed nonmatching to sample task, an object-recognition memory task that is sensitive to human amnesia (Squire et al., 1988) . Monkeys with bilateral lesions of the hippocampal formation are impaired on this object-recognition task (Mishkin, 1978; Mahut et al., 1982; Murray and Mishkin, 1984; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) .
Other studies have evaluated the performance of monkeys on the delayed nonmatching to sample task following lesions of either the mammillary nuclei or the fomix. In one study, monkeys with lesions of the mammillary nuclei were only mildly impaired on the delayed nonmatching to sample task (Aggleton and Mishkin, 1985) and less impaired than monkeys with lesions of the anterior mediodorsal nucleus (Aggleton and Mishkin, 1983a, b) . In 2 other studies, monkeys with fomix transection performed as well as controls on the delayed nonmatching to sample task (Mahut et al., 1982) or were only mildly impaired (Bachevalier et al., 1985) . In the first study, the monkeys were tested 5 years after surgery, while in the second study, monkeys were trained preoperatively and then tested after surgery.
Several issues remain to be clarified concerning the role of the fomix and mammillary nuclei in memory function. The first issue concerns the severity of memory impairment that results from lesions of each structure. In 2 previous studies, monkeys with fornix transection (Bachevalier et al., 1985) or mammillary nuclei lesions (Aggleton and Mishkin, 1985) exhibited at most a mild memory impairment. Monkeys in these studies were trained preoperatively and then tested postoperatively. In other studies of monkeys with hippocampal lesions, performance was also mildly impaired when preoperative training was given (Mishkin, 1978; Murray and Mishkin, 1984) . Based on these findings, one might suppose that similar effects on memory should be produced by damage to the hippocampal formation, fornix, or mammillary nuclei. However, performance was substantially impaired following hippocampal formation lesions when training began postoperatively (Mahut et al., 1982; Mahut and Moss, 1984; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986 ; see Ringo, 1988 , for further discussion). It remains unclear how monkeys with fornix transection or mammillary nuclei lesions would perform on memory tasks if training began postoperatively and how these 2 groups would perform in comparison to monkeys with hippocampal lesions. A second issue concerns the nature of the memory impairment exhibited by operated monkeys. Whereas the development of a nonhuman primate model of human amnesia has depended heavily on the delayed nonmatching to sample task, human amnesia affects performance on a variety of different tasks. Recently, monkeys with large bilateral medial temporal lobe lesions were found to be impaired on several different tasks that human amnesic patients fail (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985) . It would be useful to compare directly the effects of hippocampal lesions, fomix transection, and mammillary nuclei lesions on these same tasks. Information from multiple tasks makes it easier to appreciate both the severity and the scope of the impairment.
A third issue concerns whether or not the memory impairment produced by a lesion is enduring. If damage to a particular brain structure is proposed as a cause of the permanent memory impairment observed in human amnesia, the memory deficit should be long-lasting. In previous studies of monkeys with medial temporal lobe lesions, the deficit was found to persist for at least 1.5 years after surgery (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985) . The long-term effects of selective hippocampal and diencephalic lesions on memory have not been systematically examined in the monkey.
The present study assessed memory performance in 4 separate groups of monkeys: a normal control group, a group with bilateral lesions of the hippocampal formation, a group with bilateral fomix transection, and a group with bilateral lesions of the mammillary nuclei. In each group, all training and testing began after surgery. In addition to the delayed nonmatching to sample task, we assessed performance on other tests of memory that vary widely in their behavioral requirements and that are sensitive to human amnesia (Squire et al., 1988) . We also assessed performance on 2 skill-like tasks that are analogous to tasks that amnesic patients can perform well (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984) . Testing occurred during the period from 2 months to about 1.5 years after surgery.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Seventeen cynomolgus monkeys (Mucucu .fascicularis) were used, all weighing between 3.7 and 4.5 kg at the beginning of the study. Based on we&&t-and-ape tables (Szabo and Cowan, 1984: Hartlev et al., 1984) . these monkeys were estimated to be 4-5 years old. Three female man: keys received bilateral lesions of the hippocampal formation (H'). Some behavioral data for these monkeys were reported previously (tests 1 and 2: Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) . Six monkeys (3 males and 3 females) received bilateral lesions of the fomix (FX). A seventh monkey intended for this operated group did not sustain bilateral damage to the fomix. Histological evaluation revealed unilateral damage to the fomix and a small unilateral lesion of the septum. This animal performed normally on all the tasks and was not included in the data analysis. Histological material from this animal is presented in Figures 2 and 3 to show the normal appearance of the fomix in thionin and AChE preparations.
Two male monkeys received bilateral lesions of the mammillary nuclei (MN). A third monkey, intended for this operated group, sustained only a small unilateral lesion to the mammillary nuclei. A fourth monkey sustained unilateral hypothalamic damage anterior to the mammillary nuclei, which transected the fomix. While there was no direct damage to the mammillary nuclei, there was substantial unilateral shrinkage of the medial mammillary nucleus. A photomicrograph of the normal and shrunken medial mammillary nuclei from this animal is shown in Figure  4 . The scores for these 2 animals were not included in the data analysis. The 3 remaining monkeys (2 males and 1 female) comprised an unoperated, normal control group (N). Behavioral data for these monkeys were reported previously (tests 1 and 2: Zola-Morgan et al., 1982; tests 3-6: Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985; test 7: Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984) . Monkeys were maintained on a daily ration of Purina Monkey Chow, supplemented with fruit and chewable vitamin C tablets (250 m3).
Although the groups were not all tested contemporaneously, animals were given the same sequence of tests (see below). In addition, all animals were tested in the same facility, using the same apparatus and test protocols. A research protocol describing all aspects of the present study that related to the use of animals (care and maintenance, surgery, behavioral testing, and euthanasia) was approved by the Animal Research Committees of the V.A. Medical Center, San Diego, and the University of California, San Diego.
Surgery
All surgery was performed under sodium pentobarbital anesthesia (30 mg/kg). The surgical procedure used for making the hippocampal lesions has been described previously (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) . The hippocampus on each side was approached by elevating the temporal lobe and entering the brain just medial to the occipitotemporal sulcus and caudal to the entorhinal cortex. The hippocampus, dentate gyrus, and subicular complex were removed. The removal also included much of the uarahiuuocamnal ayrus (areas TF and TH of von Bonin and Bailey, -1947) -and approximately the posterior half of the entorhinal cortex. The lateral ventricle served as an identifiable dorsal boundary along the entire length of the removal.
Lesions of the fomix were made in 2 monkeys by a direct, neurosurgical approach (Mahut, 1972) and in 4 monkeys with a stereotaxic procedure. For the neurosurgical approach, the monkey's head was placed in a stereotaxic instrument (David Kopf, model 7 12) . Following a large dorsal craniotomy, a unilateral dural flap was made, and the medial aspect of the left hemisphere was gently retracted. Under direct vision, a 5-10 mm longitudinal incision of the corpus callosum was made that exposed the frontal horn of the right lateral ventricle. The columns of the fomix were identified and then raised and sectioned by means of a small, sharpened hook at or just behind the foramen of Monro.
For the stereotaxic approach, a radio frequency lesion maker (Grass, model LM-2) was used in combination with a specially designed electrode, 0.5 mm in diameter, with a tapered tip exposed for 2 mm. Stereotaxic coordinates for placement of the probe into the amygdala were determined from the atlas of Szabo and Cowan (1984) . The mediallateral zero-point was determined by thinning the skull until the sagittal sinus could be viewed. The medial-lateral zero-point was taken as the middle of the width of the sinus. Two small craniotomies were then made, one on each side of the midline, extending for 10 mm in the anterior-posterior (AP) plane and 5 mm in the medial-lateral plane. A dural flap was made, and the electrode was moved and lowered to the predetermined coordinates. Three separate lesions of the fomix were made on each side of the brain (at AP levels Al 1.0, A9.0, and A7.0). For each lesion a current of approximately 100 mA was passed through the electrode for 15 sec.
For the mammillary nuclei lesions, a direct surgical approach was used similar to that described by Holmes et al. (1983) . The skull and dura over the left temporal lobe were opened to gain access to the left and right mammillary nuclei. The monkey's head was held in a specially designed head-holder that allowed unobstructed access to the temporal and ventral portions of the cranial cavity. After exposing the temporal muscle and bone on one side, the zygomatic arch was removed to facilitate entrance to the temporal fossa, and the dura was opened exposing the lateral surface of the temporal lobe. The animal was then placed in a supine position that allowed the brain to compress gently against the top of the skull, thereby providing access between the base of the skull and the base of the brain. When the temporal lobe was then gently retracted, the base of the brain became accessible across the midline. The left third cranial nerve was sectioned just rostra1 to the cerebral peduncle. Finally, the arachnoid surrounding the pituitary stalk and adjacent regions on each side was carefully removed, exposing the mammillary nuclei. Under direct vision, a cauterizing electrode was inserted several times into the mammillary nuclei on each side of the midline, and a current of 100 mA was passed through the electrode for lo-15 sec.
Behavioral testing Monkeys were allowed 6-8 weeks of recovery prior to the start of behavioral testing. All testing was carried out in a Wisconsin General Test Apparatus (Harlow and Bromer, 1938) . During 4-6 sessions of pretraining, monkeys learned to obtain food by displacing objects that covered any of 3 food wells located on a stimulus tray in front of the testing chamber. Seven different tasks (described in detail in Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984 Squire, , 1985 were administered to all monkeys in the order listed below.
1. Trial-unique delayed nonmatching to sample. Monkeys first displaced an object covering the central food well to obtain a raisin reward, following which an opaque door was lowered to block the monkey's view of the food wells. After 8 set, monkeys saw 2 objects, the original object and a new one covering the 2 lateral food wells, and their task was to displace the new object to obtain the raisin. The position of the correct object (left or right) varied on each trial according to a pseudorandom schedule (Gellerman, 1933) . Twenty such trials were presented daily with an intertrial interval of 20 sec. Each trial used a new pair of objects, selected randomly from a collection of more than 300 junk objects. After reaching the learning criterion of 90 correct choices in 100 trials, monkeys were tested with successively longer delays of 15 set, 60 set, and 10 min between the sample and choice trials. One hundred trials were given at the 15 and 60 set delays; 50 trials were given at the 10 min delay. Twenty trials were given daily for the 15 and 60 set delays, and 5 trials were given daily for the 10 min delay.
2. Pattern discrimination. Monkeys were next tested on 2 pattern discrimination tasks. For these tasks, color, size, and 3-dimensional shape information are not available. In the first task, monkeys learned to discriminate a plus sign from a square, and in the second task they learned to discriminate an N from a W. A correct choice uncovered a raisin reward, and an incorrect choice uncovered an empty food well. The position of the correct plaque (over the left or right lateral food wells) was determined by a Gellerman sequence. Training continued until animals achieved a learning criterion of 90% correct performance or better on 2 consecutive days. Twenty trials per day were administered for the first task, and 30 trials per day were administered for the second task.
3. Delayed retention of object discriminations. Monkeys learned 4 separate 2-choice object discrimination tasks. Each discrimination pair consisted of distinctive objects that could be learned by normal monkeys in a single session. Each discrimination task was administered for 2 daily sessions of 20 trials each, with an intertrial interval of 15 sec. Following a 2 d delay, an additional session of 20 trials was given. The correct stimulus object appeared over the left or right food wells in a Gellerman sequence, and a raisin reward was always concealed under the correct object. Five to 7 d intervened between each of the 4 discrimination problems.
4. Concurrent discrimination learning. Eight pairs ofjunk objects were used. The pairs were presented in an intermingled fashion during each testing session so that all 8 discriminations had to be learned simultaneously. Specifically, on each trial one pair of objects was present over the lateral food wells, and during the course of each daily testing session of 40 trials, every pair was presented 5 times. The intertrial interval was 15 sec. The same object of a pair was always correct each time it was presented. The position of the correct object (left or right) was determined by a Gellerman sequence, and a raisin reward was always concealed under the correct object. Testing continued until a learning criterion of 39 correct responses in 40 consecutive trials was achieved during one test session.
5. Delayed response with and without distraction. Testing proceeded in 2 phases, basic training and then testing with delays. Basic training: With the opaque door in the raised position, 1 of the 2 lateral food wells was baited with a raisin reward while the monkey watched. Both food wells were then covered by identical square black plaques. The opaque screen was then lowered between the monkey and the food wells. After a delay of approximately 8 set, the opaque screen was raised, and the monkey was allowed to choose between the 2 covered food wells. Monkeys were tested for 20 trials per day to a learning criterion of 90 correct responses in 100 consecutive trials. The intertrial interval was 20 sec. Testing on delays (with and without distraction): Monkeys were tested with short (15 set) and long (30 set) delays, beginning on the day after criterion was reached on the basic task. Five conditions (8 set-no distraction; 15 set-no distraction; 15 set-distraction; 30 set-no distraction; 30 set-distraction) were presented in daily sessions of 25 trials. Each condition occurred randomly 5 times a day. In all, 10 daily sessions were administered for a total of 50 trials in each condition. For the 3 no-distraction conditions, testing was the same as in basic training except that the delay could be 8, 15, or 30 sec. For the 2 distraction conditions, the plaques and the bait were quickly removed and a distracting event was introduced during the delay interval. The distracting event consisted of the presentation of an irrelevant junk object (once during the 15 set delays or 3 times during the 30 set delays), which monkeys could displace to obtain a raisin reward. The same object was used as the distractor throughout testing.
6. Delayed nonmatching to sample with and without distraction. Basic training: This was a re-administration of the basic task (8 set delay) described in test 1, above. Testing on delays (with and without distraction): Following completion of training on the basic task, the effects of delay and distraction were investigated in the same way as described above for delayed response. The same short (15 set) and long (30 set) delays and distracting task were used but with a different distracting object. The average interval between test 1 and test 6 was 21 months.
In addition, monkeys in the H+ group were given the delayed nonmatching to sample task on 2 additional occasions at 42 and 53 months after surgery. On these occasions, the task was given in the identical way that it had been given originally, 2 months after surgery.
7. Lifesaver motor-skill task. This task was adapted from one described by Davis et al. (1956) . Monkeys learned to obtain an edible Lifesaver candy by maneuvering it a distance of 4 inches along a metal rod and around a right angle turn for a distance of 1.5 inches. Prior to formal testing, monkeys were first pretrained to retrieve the candy Lifesaver when it was placed directly at the end of the metal rod and could be removed without difficulty. For formal testing, 6 trials a day were given in which the monkey was allowed 30 set to retrieve the Lifesaver by maneuvering it from the center of the rod, around the bend, and off the end of the rod. If 30 set elapsed before the monkey obtained the Lifesaver, the opaque door was lowered and the trial was reset with the Lifesaver at the center of the rod. Sessions were given every other day, for a total of 8 sessions. One month after the eighth learning session, monkeys were retested by giving them 2 additional sessions on 2 consecutive days.
Histological evaluation
At the completion of behavioral testing, animals were deeply anesthetized with Nembutal and euthanized by transcardial perfusion. In most cases, animals were first perfused with a 0.9% solution of NaCl followed by at least 2 liters of 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The brains were then blocked in situ in the coronal plane, removed from the skull, and either placed directly into a cryoprotectant solution of 20% glycerol in 0.1 M phosphate buffer or placed in fixative for at least a week prior to cryoprotection. In some cases, brains were encapsulated in a 20% egg albumin solution that was polymerized by adding 1% glutaraldehyde. Coronal sections (40-50 urn) were cut on a freezine microtome, and every fifth section was mounted on slides and stained with thionin. In 3 of the brains prepared with fomix transections, an additional series of sections was stained for the demonstration ofAChE.
The series of coronal sections was evaluated microscopically to determine the completeness of the intended lesion and the extent of extraneous damage. Early in the assessment period we noted that the mammillary nuclei were markedly shrunken in animals with damage of the hippocampal formation or fomix. This shrinkage is likely a consequence of deafferentation sustained by the medial mammillary nucleus after the elimination of its input from the subiculum. To estimate the extent of shrinkage, we determined the volume of the medial mammillary nucleus in each animal. For each brain, the outlines of the medial mammillary nuclei were traced from all of the sections through the nucleus using a Nikon stereomicroscope and drawing attachment. The area within each outline was then measured using a digitizing tablet linked to a microcomputer, and the volume of the nucleus was calculated. For comparison purposes, the volume of the mammillary nucleus was similarly measured in 4 control animals of like size and weight who were part of a separate neuroanatomic study (Table 1) .
Results
Histological findings Hippocampal lesions
Two of the three animals with intended hippocampal lesions had complete, bilateral removal of the dentate gyrus, hippocampus, and subicular complex (subiculum, presubiculum, and parasubiculum). The posterior entorhinal cortex and the parahippocampal gyrus were also extensively damaged bilaterally. There was some sparing of the anterior entorhinal cortex in both cases, but cells in layer II, which project to the ablated hippocampal fields, were nearly completely eliminated through retrograde degeneration. The third animal had an incomplete lesion that damaged about 50% of the hippocampal formation. Damage to the parahippocampal gyrus was also less extensive in this animal than in the 2 others. Additional information about each animal is provided below.
Monkeys H+l and H+2 sustained complete bilateral hippocampal removals (Fig. 1) . The rostra1 third of the entorhinal cortex was intact, but layer II had degenerated (Fig. 1, A, B) . The posterior entorhinal cortex was directly damaged by the lesion (Fig. 1, C, D) , and the lesion extended laterally, more so in H+l than in H+2, to encompass the parahippocampal gyrus bilaterally (Fig. 10 . In H+l the amygdaloid complex was intact (Fig. 1, A, B) ; in H+2 there appeared to be slight direct damage of the amygdaloid complex involving the ventral limit of the posterior border of the lateral nucleus. In both animals, the fimbria was shrunken bilaterally and gliotic. In H+ 1, the medial mammillary nuclei were approximately 69% of the volume of control animals, and in H+2 they were approximately 65% of the control volume (Table 1) .
Monkey H+3 had a smaller lesion involving about half of the hippocampal formation bilaterally. Approximately the anterior 30% of the hippocampal formation and the posterior 20% were uninvolved by the ablation. The entorhinal cortex was intact, but there was partial loss of layer II cells. There was also bilateral damage of the parahippocampal gyrus, but this was not as extensive as in the other 2 monkeys. The amygdaloid complex was not involved by the lesion, but at caudal levels the ablation exceeded the dorsal limit of the ventricle and directly damaged the tail of the caudate nucleus bilaterally. The lateral geniculate nucleus was also directly damaged on the left side and was atrophic throughout. The optic radiations appeared to have been damaged on the left side as well. On the right side, the lateral geniculate nucleus was not directly involved in the lesion but also appeared atrophic. The optic radiations on the right side may have been partially damaged. The medial mammillary nuclei were markedly shrunken as in the other cases and had a volume approximately 56% of control values.
Fornix lesions
The lesions of the fornix were complete bilaterally in the 2 monkeys prepared by direct surgical approach (FX 1 and FX2; Figs. 2, 3) and in 2 of the 4 monkeys who underwent stereotaxic radio frequency ablation of the fimbria (FX3 and FX4) . The 2 remaining monkeys in the stereotaxic group (FX5 and FX6) had nearly complete bilateral lesions of the fornix but had slight, nearly complete bilateral lesions of the fornix but had slight, unilateral sparing of the lateral tip. For monkeys FX 1 and FX2, the completeness of the transections was determined both by analyzing standard thionin-stained sections ( Fig. 2) and by studying the distribution of AChE in the fornix at levels proximal and distal to the transection (Fig. 3) . Cholinergic fibers originating in the septal complex project to the hippocampal formation via the fomix. In the complete transections, there was a buildup of AChE staining in fibers proximal to the cut (i.e., on the septal side of the transection) and a complete elimination of AChE staining distal to the transection (Fig. 3) . In monkey FXl there was little extraneous damage, and the medial mammillary nuclei were shrunken to approximately 7 1% of control values. In monkey FX2 there was minor damage to the anterior nuclear complex on the left side. The medial mammillary nuclei in this animal had a volume approximately 38% of control values.
In monkey FX3, the lesion extended ventral to the fomix and bilaterally damaged a small portion of the caudal pole of the mediodorsal and laterodorsal nuclei. The dorsomedial limit of the pulvinar was damaged on the left side. The stria medullaris and the stria terminalis were also damaged unilaterally. There was minor bilateral damage to the cingulate cortex. The medial mammillary nuclei were shrunken to 39% of normal values. In monkey FX4, the laterodorsal nucleus was slightly involved on the right side, but there was no damage to the mediodorsal nucleus. There was slight bilateral involvement of the ventral cingulate cortex. The medial mammillary nuclei had a volume approximately 70% of control values.
In monkeys FX5 and FX6, the fomix on the left side was There is a small patch of lower fiber staining on the right side (arrow) that resulted from direct damage to the right medial septal nucleus. Note that the fomix at the rostra1 level (a) is substantially shrunken in cases FXl and D(2 relative to animal C. Moreover, there is a marked buildup of AChE fiber staining in this proximal portion of the fomix in the lesioned animals. Fiber staining distal to the transection in these animals (b and c) was completely eliminated and indicated a complete transection of the septohippocampal projection. The dark patch in the midportion of the fimbria (panel b of FX2) represents nonspecific, background labeling. Scale bar, 1 mm. completely transected but on the right a small bulge of laterally situated fomix was left intact. In FX5, the laterodorsal nucleus was damaged bilaterally. The medial mammillary nuclei were shrunken to approximately 68% of control values. In monkey FX6, there was slight bilateral damage to the caudal pole of the mediodorsal nucleus and bilateral damage to the ventral cingulate cortex. The medial mammillary nuclei were shrunken to approximately 45% of control values.
It is relevant to the lesions in monkeys FX5 and FX6 that the subicular projection to the diencephalon is spatially restricted in the fomix and occupies the most medial zone. Thus, it is likely that the efferent projections of the hippocampal formation to the mammillary nuclei and to the anterior thalamus were entirely transected in these cases, despite sparing of the lateral tips of the fomix on one side. It should be noted that the medial mammillary nuclei were as shrunken in these 2 cases as in the cases with complete bilateral transection (Table 1 ).
M;lmmillaiy nuclei lesions
The 2 monkeys in this group had rather complete damage of the medial mammillary nuclei (Fig. 4) . The damage appeared to result both from thermal coagulation and mechanical disruption caused by insertion of the radio frequency probe. In both cases, there was compression damage to the entorhinal cortex on the side (left) from which the hypothalamus was approached. This damage consisted of cell loss in layers II and III of the rostra1 third of the entorhinal cortex. There was also some patchy cell loss in adjacent portions of area TE. In monkey MN1 there were only a few isolated patches of what appeared to be medial mammillary neurons in the most caudal aspect ofthe mammillary complex (Fig. 4) . These patches comprised only 4% of the normal volume of the nucleus (Table  1 ). Rostra1 to the mammillary complex, the lesion encompassed the premammillary nuclei and the ventral half of the caudal ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus. There was no direct involvement of the thalamus, but the mammillothalamic tract was heavily gliotic and the anterior thalamic nuclei appeared to be somewhat shrunken. The lesion did not extend caudally beyond the mammillary complex, and the ventral tegmental area appeared normal.
In monkey MN2, there were a few patches of what appeared to be medial mammillary neurons remaining on both sides (Fig. Figure 4 . Photomicrographs of coronal, thionin-stained sections through the region of the mammillary complex in cases MN1 and MN2 in which the mammillary nuclei were largely eliminated and in case C in which the lesion was located unilaterally and anterior to the right side of the mammillary complex. Sections are spaced at 250 pm and are arranged from rostral (a) to caudal (e). Note the marked shrinkage of the right mammillary nucleus in animal C, which resulted from the transection of afferent fomix fibers. A similar, but bilateral, shrinkage was observed in animals with hippocampal and fomix lesions. In case MNl, there were virtually no identifiable regions of the mammillary complex. In case MN2, the medial mammillary nucleus was nearly completely eliminated, but the lateral mammillary nucleus was intact on the right side (arrow, b). The region of the mammillary complex in both cases was markedly gliotic, as was the mammillothalamic tract. Damage to the mammillary nuclei appeared to be a consequence both of thermal coagulation and mechanical disruption consequent to the insertion of the radio frequency probe. Scale bar, 1 mm. The asterisk designates FX monkeys operated on using a direct neurosurgical, rather than a stereotaxic, approach.
4) but these comprised less than 1% of the normal volume of this nucleus (Table 1 ). The lateral mammillary nucleus was intact on the right side (Fig. 4) . Rostrally, the lesion slightly damaged the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus. In addition, the surgical procedure apparently produced a bilateral thalamic infarction. At rostra1 levels there was massive gliosis in the reticular nucleus and in the internal capsule ventrolateral to the anterior thalamic nuclei. At more caudal levels, a linear lesion extended along the internal medullary lamina and involved the midline thalamic nuclei and the medial aspect of the ventrobasal complex. The lesion undercut the mediodorsal nucleus on both sides but did not directly involve it. Caudal to this point the lesion was confined to the centromedian-parafascicular complex.
Behavioral findings 1. Delayed nonmatching to sample
The 4 groups differed in their ability to learn the basic task with a delay of 8 set (F[3,1 l] = 5.6, p < 0.05). Figure 5A and Table  2 show that the normal group required a mean of only 147 trials to reach learning criterion on the basic task, while the H+ group required a mean of 540 trials, the FX group required a mean of 330 trials, and the MN group required a mean of 530 trials. Compared with the normal group, all operated groups were impaired (ps < 0.05). Also, the MN group required more trials to learn the basic task than did the FX group (t[7] = 3.0, p < 0.05). While all 3 operated groups were able to reach the learning criterion on the basic (8 set) portion of the nonmatching to sample task, further analysis revealed that the performance of the MN group was qualitatively different from that of the H+ and FX groups in at least 2 ways. First, monkeys with MN lesions achieved a 90% performance score (i.e., 90% or more correct during one single 20-trial session) within the same number of sessions as did normal monkeys (mean number of sessions prior to a session of 90% correct: N = 8, MN = 10; t[3] = 0.20, p > 0.10). In contrast, every monkey in the H+ and FX groups required more sessions to achieve the 90% level of performance than any of the normal monkeys or any monkey in the MN group (mean for the H+ group = 24 sessions; mean for the FX group = 13 sessions). Second, while monkeys in the normal, the H+, and the FX groups reached criterion without difficulty once the 90% level of performance was achieved, monkeys with MN lesions were unable to maintain the consistently accurate performance required to achieve learning criterion, i.e., 90% correct during 100 consecutive trials. Often, after a session of 90% correct, the performance of monkeys with MN lesions dipped to 60 or 70% correct (mean number of 20-trial sessions required to reach learning criterion after the first session in which a 90% correct score was obtained: N = 0.3, H+ = 2.3, FX = 1.0, MN = 14.0). Figure 5B shows performance as the delay was increased from 8 set to 10 min. Table 2 shows individual scores for this task. An analysis of variance involving all 4 groups and 3 delays (15 set, 60 set, and 10 min) revealed a significant effect of group normal group at the longest (10 min) delay, a separate comparison involving this delay did not reach significance (t[7] = 1.9, p = 0.10). In summary, the H+ and MN groups were impaired on the delayed nonmatching to sample task, especially at the long delays. The FX group performed well but scored numerically more poorly than the control group at the longest delay.
Pattern discrimination
The 2 pattern-discrimination problems proved to be equally difficult. Accordingly, for each monkey, the number of trials required to learn the 2 problems was averaged together (Fig. 6) . None of the operated groups differed from normal monkeys in terms of the number of trials required to learn the pattern discriminations (all ps > 0.1). The H+ monkey requiring the most trials to reach criterion was the one that had sustained bilateral damage to the optic radiations.
In a previous study (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984) , monkeys with conjoint hippocampus-amygdala lesions also performed well on these same 2 pattern-discrimination tasks but poorly on the first few trials of each testing day. In another study, a group of 8 monkeys with lesions of the hippocampal formation (including the three H+ monkeys of the present study) also performed poorly on the first few trials of these same pattern discrimination tasks (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) . It was suggested that this impairment, which was always observed during the first 5 trials of each testing day, reflects a component of the task that is not skill-like (see Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984) . Accordingly, in the present study we analyzed separately the scores for the first 5 trials of each test day and the scores for the remaining trials of each test day.
The 4 . These findings support the suggestion that performance at the beginning of each test day during pattern discrimination learning depends on a kind of memory that is sensitive to amnesia (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1983) . In summary, all the operated groups performed normally overall on the 2 pattern-discrimination tasks, but the H+ and MN groups were impaired on the first few trials of each test day.
Delayed retention of object discriminations
The data for all 4 discriminations were averaged together, and the mean percentage correct score was calculated for each day of testing (Fig. 7) . A a-way analysis of variance involving all 4 groups revealed an overall group effect (fl3, 1 l] = 8.8, p < O.Ol), an effect across days (F [2, 221 = 62.7, p <O.OOl), and no group x day interaction (F [6, 221 = 0.60). Separate comparisons between groups, with scores averaged across the 3 d (Table 3 ), showed that the monkeys with H+ lesions were impaired, whereas monkeys with MN or FX lesions performed normally (H+ vs N, t[4] = 3.4, p < 0.05; all other ts < 0.10).
Another way of describing these data is to note that all monkeys were eventually able to achieve a run of 9 out of 10 correct trials by the end of Day 2. Normal monkeys required a median of 9 trials to learn the 4 tasks (medians are used here to permit direct comparison with the findings reported in Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985) , H+ monkeys required 20 trials, FX monkeys required 8.5 trials, and MN monkeys required 10 trials. By this measure, the H+ group performed worse than any of the other groups (ts > 2.6, ps < 0.06). In addition, having achieved a high level of performance by the end of Day 2, the H+ animals performed worse on Day 4 than any other group (ts > 2.9, ps et al. * Long-Lasting Memory Impairment i n Monkeys 1000 The score for the delayed nonmatching task is the percentage correct score averaged across 3 delays (15 set, 60 set, and 10 min). The score for the object-retention task is the percentage correct score averaged across 3 test days. For concurrent discrimination, the score is the number of trials required to reach the learning criterion. The score for the delayed response task and for the retest of the delayed nonmatching task is the percentage correct score averaged across 2 delays (15 and 30 set) and 2 distraction conditions (with and without). N, normal monkeys; H+, monkeys with lesions of the hippocampal formation; FX, monkeys with bilateral fomix transection; MN, monkeys with circumscribed lesions of the mammillary nuclei. Figure 8 . Performance on the b-pair concurrent task by normal monkeys (N) and by monkeys with lesions of the hippocampal formation (H'), fornix (FX), or mammillary nuclei (MN). Symbols show scores for individual monkeys. The asterisk designates FX monkeys operated on using a direct neurosurgical, rather than a stereotaxic, approach. < 0.05). In this sense, the H+ monkeys exhibited impaired retention on Day 4 of what had been learned on Days 1 and 2. In summary, the H+ group was impaired on the object-discrimination task, but the FX and MN groups performed normally.
Concurrent discrimination
Scores for each group are presented in Figure 8 . Individual scores appear in Table 3 . An analysis of variance revealed a significant group effect (F[3, 1 l] = 5.0, p < 0.05). Further comparisons between groups showed that only the monkeys with H+ lesions were impaired, whereas monkeys with MN or FX lesions performed normally (mean trials to criterion: N = 533, H+ = 787, FX = 387, MN = 580). The monkeys with H+ lesions performed more poorly than any other group (ts > 2.8, ps < 0.05). The monkeys in the other 2 operated groups performed normally (ps > 0.10).
Delayed response with and without distraction
The group of normal monkeys and the 3 operated groups required a similar number of trials to learn the basic task at a delay of 8 set (means: N = 280 trials, H+ = 347 trials, FX = 344 trials, MN = 490 trials; Fig. 9A ). Note, however, that 2 of the 6 monkeys in the FX group were quite impaired at learning the basic task, and one of them was unable to reach criterion within 1000 trials. This animal was given a score of 1000 in Figure 9A and was not tested on the delays. Figure 9B shows the effects of increasing the delay interval with and without a distracting event interposed during the delays. A 3-way analysis of variance [4 groups, 2 conditions (distraction and no distraction), and 2 delays (15 and 30 set)] revealed significant effects of group (F[3,10] of condition x delay (F[ 1,101 = 6.8, p < 0.05). These findings show that the 4 groups differed from each other, that performance on the distraction trials was worse overall than on the no-distraction trials, and that performance on 30 set delay trials was worse overall than performance on 15 set delay trials. The group x delay interaction shows that, when the delay interval was increased from 15 to 30 set, some groups were affected more than others. The condition x delay interaction shows that the effect of distraction trials was greater at the 30 set delay than at the 15 set delay.
Separate comparisons (Table 3) showed that, compared with the normal group, monkeys with H+ lesions were marginally impaired overall (on the 15 and 30 set delays with and without distraction trials, t[4] = 2.5, p < 0.07; for the no-distraction trials alone, t[4] = 2.7, p = 0.05). The H+ group was also significantly impaired overall (on the 15 and 30 set delays with and without distraction) relative to both the MN and FX groups (ts > 2.6, ps < 0.05). The MN group and the FX group performed normally (ts < 0.2, ps > 0.10). In summary, after successfully learning the delayed response task at an 8 set delay, the H+ group was impaired when the delay was then increased The asterisk designates FX monkeys operated on using a direct neurosurgical, rather than a stereotaxic, approach. One of these monkeys failed to reach criterion within 1000 trials and was not tested on the delays. B, Performance at delays by normal monkeys and by monkeys in the 3 operated groups. For half of the 15 and 30 set delays, a distraction task was introduced during the delay.
to 15 and 30 sec. The other operated groups performed normally.
6. Nonmatching to sample with and without distraction All monkeys had experience with delayed nonmatching to sample 18-26 months previously. This task was the first one learned by each group (see Fig. 5 ). The second testing on this task differed in 2 ways from the first. First, a distracting event was introduced during some of the delay intervals. Second, delays of 8, 15, and 30 set were used instead of 8 set, 15 set, 60 set, and 10 min. Figure 1 OA shows the mean number of trials required to reach learning criterion on the basic (8 set) task the second time it was given (N = 73, H+ = 106, FX = 0, MN = 30). Note that only 4 of the 6 monkeys in the FX group were given this test. None of the interaction terms approached significance. These findings show that the 4 groups differed from each other, that performance on the distraction trials was worse overall than performance on the no-distraction trials, and that performance on 30-set delay trials was worse overall than performance on 15-set delay trials.
Separate comparisons between groups (averaged across the 15 and 30 set delays with and without distraction) showed that the monkeys with FX lesions performed better than normal (t[5] = 7.3, p < 0.01). The H+ group performed numerically more poorly than the MN and N groups, but because of the consistently higher scores of monkey H+3 on this task, these differences did not reach significance (ps > 0.10). In summary, the FX group performed better than normal, perhaps because of a preference for novelty previously noted in monkeys with fornix lesions . The H+ group performed numerically more poorly than the other groups, but not significantly so. It is also noteworthy that the H+ group performed about the same as when the task was first given 1.5-2 years earlier.
In order to assess more thoroughly whether the memory impairment in the H+ group was enduring, this group was tested on delayed nonmatching to sample on two other occasions, 42 and 53 months after surgery, using the same delays (8 set, 15 set, 60 set, and 10 min) and the same procedure as when the task was first given (Fig. 11) . The scores were just as poor on the final 2 tests as on initial testing [initially, the average score across the 3 delays (15 set, 60 set, and 10 min) was 78%; at 42 months, the average score was 81%; at 53 months, the average score was 79%]. The H+ group performed more poorly than the control group at the 2 long postoperative intervals (at 42 months, p = 0.07; at 53 months, p = 0.05).
7. Lifesaver motor skill All groups learned the Lifesaver task at a normal rate (Fig. 12) . Only 4 monkeys in the FX group were tested. A 2-way analysis of variance involving 4 groups and 8 test days revealed a significant effect of session (F[7,63] = 14.1, p < 0.00 l), indicating that performance improved across test days. However, there was no effect of group and no significant group x session interaction (Fs -C 1.20, ps > 0.10). One month after the final session of initial learning, all groups performed equivalently (1;T3,8] = 0.87, p > 0.10).
Further analyses of acquisition and retention performance by each group could not distinguish the normal monkeys from any operated group. For example, the mean number of seconds required to retrieve the Lifesaver on the first trial of each day was similar across groups (N = 13.2 set, H+ = 11.8 set, FX = 10.9 set, MN = 12.7 set).
Discussion
Monkeys with bilateral lesions of the hippocampal formation exhibited a long-lasting memory impairment. They were im- Figure 11 . Delayed nonmatching to sample performance by normal monkeys (iV) and by monkeys with lesions ofthe hippocampal formation (H+). The H+ monkeys were tested on 3 different occasions: 2 months (see Fig. 4 ) 42 months, and 53 months after surgery.
paired on the delayed nonmatching to sample task and on 3 other memory tasks (object discrimination, concurrent discrimination, and delayed response) that were administered during the 1 r/z years after surgery. These same animals were unimpaired on pattern discrimination and motor-skill learning. Monkeys with bilateral fomix transection were initially impaired in learning the delayed nonmatching to sample task at the 8-set delay. After reaching criterion at the 8 set delay, performance was normal at the 15 and 60 set delays and marginally impaired at the longest (10 min) delay. These monkeys performed all the other tasks normally, and they performed better than normal on the delayed nonmatching to sample task when it was administered a second time 18 months after surgery. Aside from the initial difficulty with delayed nonmatching to sample, the only other sign of impairment in the fomix group was that 2 of 6 animals had difficulty achieving criterion on the delayed response task.
Monkeys with bilateral lesions of the mammillary nuclei were initially impaired on the delayed nonmatching to sample task. However, performance was normal on all the other tasks, and performance was also normal on delayed nonmatching to sample when it was re-administered 18 months after surgery. The findings for all 3 operated groups and all the tasks are summarized in Figure 13 .
The impairment exhibited by monkeys with hippocampal formation lesions resembled human amnesia. The tasks that were performed poorly are ones that are also performed poorly by. human amnesic patients (Oscar-Berman and Zola-Morgan, 1980; Squire et al., 1988) , and the tasks that were performed well are similar to skill-like tasks that amnesic patients perform well (Brooks and Baddeley, 1976; Cohen and Squire, 1980 ; see also Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984 Figure 12 . Acquisition of the Lifesaver motor-skill task by normal monkeys (N) and by monkeys with lesions of the hippocampal function (H+), fomix (FX'), and mammillary nuclei (MN). All operated groups learned the skill at a normal rate and 1 month later retained the skill at a normal level.
hippocampal formation lesions were impaired on this task at 15-and 30-set delays, amnesic patients performed well even at 60-set delays (Oscar-Berman and Zola-Morgan, 1982) . In the case of the delayed response task, it may be so easy for human subjects to rehearse or use other mnemonic devices during the delay interval that the task is insensitive to amnesia. In a previous report (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986), we suggested that the memory impairment exhibited by monkeys with lesions of the hippocampal formation (H+) is not as severe as the impairment produced by larger lesions of the medial temporal region, i.e., a conjoint hippocampus-amygdala removal (H+A+) that included much of the hippocampal formation, amygdala, and adjacent cortical regions (perirhinal cortex and parahippocampal gyrus). This suggestion was based on the performance of these 2 operated groups on the delayed nonmatching to sample task (Mishkin, 1978; Squire, 1985, 1986) . In one study (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985) 4 H+A+ monkeys averaged 68.5% correct across the 4 delay intervals of the nonmatching to sample task; in a comparable study (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) 8 H+ monkeys averaged 79.7% correct (t[ lo] = 5.3, p < 0.001; the 3 H+ monkeys in the present study, who were also in the previous group of 8 monkeys, averaged 8 1.7% correct).
In the previous study of H+A+ monkeys, an impairment was also observed on 3 additional tasks: retention of object discriminations, concurrent discrimination, and delayed response. The present study provides the basis for a direct comparison between the H+ group and the H+A+ group on these 3 tasks. On the object-discrimination task, H+ monkeys averaged 76% correct across 3 d of testing, while H+A+ monkeys averaged 70% correct (t[5] = 1.9, p > 0.10). On the concurrent discrimination task, H+ monkeys required an average of 787 trials to reach criterion, while H+A+ monkeys required 1080 trials (t[5] = 1.3, p > 0.10). On the delayed response task, the H+ group averaged 59.3% correct (across 2 delays and 2 distraction conditions), and the H+A+ group averaged 58.3% correct (p > 0.10). Thus, comparisons across 4 tasks show that the H+A+ group performed sig- to sample task. Although the H+A+ group was numerically poorer than the H+ group on all 4 tasks, damage to the hippocampal formation alone can apparently produce substantial memory impairment that approaches the level of impairment associated with larger medial temporal lesions.
The present results confirm previous findings that the effects of fomix transection in the monkey are rather different from the effects of hippocampal formation lesions. In earlier studies, monkeys with fomix transection were unimpaired both on concurrent discrimination learning (Moss et al., 1981) and on delayed nonmatching to sample (Mahut et al., 1982) . Monkeys with hippocampal lesions that were included in those 2 studies, as well as the monkeys with H+ lesions tested in the present study, were impaired on both these tasks.
Although performance on many tasks is intact following fornix transection in the monkey, impairments do occur on tasks that require the learning of associations between stimuli and spatially directed movements Rupniak and Gaffan, 1987; Murray et al., 1989) . For example, fomix transection impaired performance on a spatial delayed nonmatching to sample task ; and fomix transection impaired performance on a conditional discrimination task in which monkeys learned to choose the object on the left when one pair of identical objects was presented and to choose the object on the right when a second pair of identical objects was presented . Fomix transection did not impair the learning of object-reward associations and fomix transection did not impair performance on a conditional discrimination task in which spatial cues indicated which one of 2 different objects was rewarded . The results of these studies and the present findings are consistent in suggesting that fomix transection in the monkey produces a narrower deficit than is characteristic of human amnesia.
The findings following lesions of the mammillary nuclei are consistent with previous reports that monkeys with mammillary nuclei lesions are impaired on the delayed nonmatching to sample task during the first few months after surgery (Saunders, 1983; Aggleton and Mishkin, 1985) . The severity of the impairment appears to depend on whether monkeys are first given preoperative training or whether training begins postoperatively. Monkeys in the present study, which were given only postoperative training, initially exhibited a moderately severe impairment on the delayed nonmatching to sample task. In contrast, when monkeys were first given preoperative training and then tested postoperatively, only a mild impairment was observed (Aggleton and Mishkin, 1985) . Importantly, whatever level of performance is observed initially, the present results suggest that performance eventually recovers to normal levels. Thus, lesions of the mammillary nuclei do not produce a long-lasting global memory impairment. Indeed, the finding that both mammillary nuclei lesions and fomix transection caused only a transient memory impairment raises some uncertainty about how to interpret reports of other kinds of cognitive impairment following these lesions in the monkey. Although some examples of behavioral impairment following mammillary nuclei lesions or fomix transection are known to persist more than a year (Mahut et al., 1982; Holmes et al., 1983; Alvarez-Roy0 et al., 1988) most reports are based on observations limited to the first few months after surgery.
The observation that damage to the hippocampal formation, but not the fornix or the mammillary nuclei, produced persistent and global memory impairment is consistent with current understanding of the anatomical connections of these regions. The hippocampus, fomix, and mammillary nuclei have often been taken as components of a single functional circuit, with the expectation that damage at any point in the circuit should have similar effects. The subiculum of the hippocampal formation does originate a substantial projection through the fomix, and the mammillary nuclei are an important diencephalic target of this projection. However, the major efferent projection of the hippocampal formation in the monkey is directed not through the fomix but caudally to the entorhinal cortex. Moreover, the entorhinal cortex provides the major route by which the hippocampal formation exchanges information with the neocortex. Thus, damage to the fomix and mammillary nuclei need not impair information processing in the same way as direct damage to the hippocampus.
The fact that memory was intact on several tasks following bilateral fomix transection in monkeys may seem at odds with previous reports that learning and memory are profoundly impaired by bilateral fimbria-fomix lesions in rodents (Olton et al., 1979; Jarrard, 1980; Gage et al., 1983) . One possibility is that fimbria-fornix lesions in the rat more severely and globally impair memory performance than the same lesion in monkeys. First, the monkey hippocampal formation receives a substantially greater direct cortical input than does the rat (Insausti et al., 1987) and, in turn, originates a more prominent projection back to neocortex (Van Hoesen, 1982) . Thus, the fomix may be a relatively less important conduit of hippocampal afferent and efferent projections in the monkey than in the rat. As a result, whereas fomix transection in the monkey does not mimic the effects of hippocampal formation lesions, damage to the fomix in the rat might exert effects rather similar to the effects of hippocampal damage.
Second, in rodents, 90% of the cholinergic innervation of the hippocampal formation arrives via the fomix (Gage et al., 1983) , and transection of this fiber bundle in rodents produces a nearly complete cholinergic deafferentation of the hippocampus (Milner and Amaral, 1984; Gage and Bjorkhtnd, 1986 ). In the monkey, the fomix carries much less of the cholinergic input, and a more significant ventral cholinergic pathway (through the amygdala and external capsule) is observed (D. G. Amaral, unpub-et al. -Long-Lasting Memory Impairment i n Monkeys lished observations). These considerations suggest that, if cholinergic innervation is important to the normal function of the hippocampal formation and to the performance of memory tasks, then (when comparable tasks are given) more substantial disruption of performance should occur following a bilateral fimbria-fomix lesion in the rat than following a bilateral fomix transection in the monkey. Interestingly, it was reported recently that rats were more impaired than monkeys in delayed nonmatching to sample for spatial location, which was tested in parallel in the 2 species (Markowska et al., 1989; Murray et al., 1989) . Specifically, having learned the task preoperatively, monkeys with fomix transection relearned the task, albeit more slowly than normal. Rats with fimbria-fomix lesions could not relearn the task.
In conclusion, damage to the hippocampal formation produced a long-lasting memory impairment. This finding is consistent with the report that damage limited to the human hippocampus is associated with a clinically significant and enduring amnesia (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986) . Damage to the mammillary nuclei or fomix transection produced only transient memory impairment. It is therefore unlikely that damage limited to either of these structures alone can be the cause of severe or permanent memory impairment in humans.
